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have improve english examples in context ludwig May 05
2024
1 the new york times sports test scores have improved 2 the economist other things have improved
3 the economist show more high quality example sentences with have improve in context from
reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

improve definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr
04 2024
to get better or to make something better i her grades have improved greatly this semester t he did
a lot to improve conditions for factory workers if you improve on something you succeed in doing or
making it better i the company is hoping to improve on last year s sales figures

improve definition meaning merriam webster Mar 03 2024
the meaning of improve is to enhance in value or quality make better how to use improve in a
sentence synonym discussion of improve

improve definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb
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02 2024
when you improve something you make it better for example you can improve your harmonica
playing with practice be happy when you see this word because something is getting better
improving getting a tutor will usually improve your grades sleeping well improves your health and
alertness

improve verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Jan 01 2024
definition of improve verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

improve definition in american english collins english Nov
30 2023
improve usually implies remedying a lack or a felt need to improve a process oneself as by gaining
more knowledge ameliorate a formal word implies improving oppressive unjust or difficult
conditions to ameliorate working conditions
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improve verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Oct 30 2023
to become better than before to make something or someone better than before his quality of life
has improved dramatically since the operation the doctor says she should continue to improve after
an illness

improve synonyms 57 similar and opposite words merriam
Sep 28 2023
synonyms for improve enhance help better refine amend remedy upgrade remediate antonyms of
improve worsen impair hurt harm damage injure reduce spoil

improve definition meaning dictionary com Aug 28 2023
to improve something is to bring it into a more desirable or excellent condition how is improve
different from the verbs ameliorate and better find out on thesaurus com

improved or have improved wordreference forums Jul 27
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i have improved my english a lot and i am continuing to do so i improved my english a lot and my
english may still be at that improved level but i am not continuing with additional improvements

improvement english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 25
2023
the fact of something getting better or the act of making something better constant continued
significant improvement signs of improvement need show see improvement august appeared to
show improvement in the job market

5 smart answers to what areas need improvement May 25
2023
best strategies to answer what areas need improvement showcase your self awareness by
acknowledging your strengths and weaknesses example i am highly detail oriented which is crucial
in my current role however i sometimes struggle with time management when balancing multiple
tasks
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how to improve your life today 10 tips psych central Apr 23
2023
when to seek help recap you can improve yourself and your life by focusing on things that are good
for you including challenging negative self talk practicing self respect managing stress

6 steps toward an improved quality of life verywell mind
Mar 23 2023
healthy relationships adequate sleep and regular physical activity can all contribute to an improved
quality of life a person can also improve life quality by finding meaning in their work resolving
energy drains and making time for things they like to do

exercise 7 benefits of regular physical activity mayo clinic
Feb 19 2023
regular physical activity can improve your muscle strength and boost your endurance exercise
sends oxygen and nutrients to your tissues and helps your cardiovascular system work more
efficiently and when your heart and lung health improve you have more energy to tackle daily
chores
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interview question tell me about a time you improved a Jan
21 2023
learn how to answer the interview question tell me about a time you improved a process with this
three step framework and sample answers from various roles

how to improve memory 13 ways to increase memory power
Dec 20 2022
are you wondering how to improve memory effectively check out research proven strategies that
can increase memory power thereby helping you to remember more

55 ways technology has changed our lives for the better Nov
18 2022
technology has had a positive impact on daily lives with smart homes digital farming wearable tech
and increased connectivity through social media platforms making life more efficient convenient
and less stressful
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physical activity is good for the mind and the body Oct 18
2022
everyone has their own way to recharge their sense of well being something that makes them feel
good physically emotionally and spiritually even if they aren t consciously aware of it personally i
know that few things can improve my day as quickly as a walk around the block or even just getting
up from my desk and doing some push ups

understanding why autism symptoms sometimes improve
amid Sep 16 2022
it is my hope that this marcus foundation medical research award helps their theory come to
fruition and ultimately helps improve the lives of children with autism and their families brain
immune interplay for a decade huh and choi have been investigating the connection between
infection and autism
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